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just as in the MID example. Once again we're testing whether a string of TNT is a
theorem of TNT. With this string in hand, Hofstadter would jump and refer to this
version of the problem as a problem of meta-TNT. He is justified in doing so because
the string of TNT here in version 4 "talks about" the original string H (also a string of
TNT). So, as Hofstadter remarks' on page 270, we see that "TNT contains strings that
talk about other strings of TNT".

We have to go one step further.

~/~ SQ16. (5) True or False: The number g(the shing of TNT in version 4) is a TNT-
number.

(general problem of number theory)

Now the head begins to throb. Let's take this apart. "The number g( ) ... " ...
That means the number that is produced by sending some TNT string
through the TNT Inumber dictionary. What string are we talking about?
"the string of TNT in version 4"... version 4 was:

.3k:.3m:.3n:g(H) can be written in the desired form

(presumably, the non-TNT symbols are translated into TNT and would

appear like the arithmetized rules of MID, only way more compl,icated.
And that number, resulting from sending the TNT string of version,4
through g, "... is aTNT~number". What is a TNT number?'We've been
h~re before. Most directly, it is a number that can be obtained by pushing
o~e of the 5 given numbers of TNT (the axioms transformed through g)
through the arithmetize~ rules of TNT. By isomorphism, it is a number
that results by sending- a theorem of TNT through g.

So put this all together ...

1. H is a theorem of TNT [maybe it is, maybe not]

2. If it is, then it g(H) can be written as an output of some
arithmetized rule of TNT.

3. If that's so, then there must exist appropriate numbers to make
the output form of the rule work out for g(H)

1'.=4. If that's so, then the TNT statement (call it H')

.3k:.3m:.3n:g(H) can be written in the desired form
is also a theorem of TNT.

2'. Then g(H') is a TNT number

You see that the spiral has begun; an original problem of TNT became a problem of
number theory which in turn became a problem of TNT which in turn became a
different problem of number theory ...
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